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Fordism is a result of the popularity of cars manufactured by Henry Ford. The term is now used for
the phenomena in modern economic and social system based on industrial mass production. This
mass production led to the evolution of vehicles that adapt to the changing needs of car users.

Ford cars can be bought directly from manufacturers or from dealerships were they are consigned.
Dealerships have contracts with vehicle manufacturers to get only quality cars from them. Aside
from tie-ups with manufacturers, dealers can provide customers with a range of other brands from
their huge inventory. They offer a variety of vehicles including coupes, sedans, trucks, crossovers,
and SUVs.

Manufacturers that offer Ford vehicles have focused on the production of quality crossovers like the
Edge. Crossovers have the combined features of cars and SUVs. This vehicle has multi-
functionality seen in both cars and SUVs which makes it an ideal vehicle for everyone.

The Edge is an eye-catching vehicle that has a design swag flaunted by the bold front grille, and
has fluid and smooth lines that run through its body. It has a Panoramic Roof that features a large
forward panel that opens fully, and a fixed skylight. It also features an interior ambient lighting that
illuminates various areas of the car to fit your mood.

Aside from all these, the Edge from an Indianapolis Ford dealer is equipped with high intensity
discharge headlamps that last longer than conventional headlamps, available on the limited model.
Blind spots are no longer a problem for the Ford Edge with its BLIS (Blind Spot Information System)
Cross Traffic Alert. The BLIS has an indicator light that illuminates the outside mirror. It has SYNC,
a connectivity system that keeps you in touch through your electronic devices. It also comes with an
adaptive cruise control that helps slow down your vehicle in case of an imminent collision.

The Edge from most Indianapolis Ford dealers features Intelligent Access with push button start
which allows easy entry without fumbling for your keys. It is run by a 3.5L V6 engine and has a
combined fuel economy of 22gals for FWD and 21gals for AWD. It also has a transmission of a 6-
speed SelectShift Automatic.

Its sleek interior seen through the instrument panel, door trims, floor console and shifter speaks of
the Edgeâ€™s exceptional craftsmanship that gives extra attention to comfort. Truly, the Edge offered by
Indianapolis Ford dealers is one of the amazing crossovers that car enthusiasts canâ€™t wait to lay their
hands on. You can read more about the Ford Edge at ford.com and autos.msn.com.
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